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It is the object of this paper to give 

as many of the properties of the complete quad

rangle with their history as can be found in the 

library of the University of Kansas« 

The history of the properties of the simple 

quadrangle has been treated in the ch ronologic

al order, while the theorems have been classifi

ed as follows 

A, Simple quadrangle 

I« Parallelogram; 

a. Rectangular. 

(1) Square. 

(2) Oblong. 

b. Konrectangular. 

(1) Rhombus • 

(2) Rhomboid. 

II. Trapeziod. 

a. Isosceles trapezoid. 

b. Scalene trapezded. 

III. Trapezium. 



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Several examples of the simple quad rangle 

present themselves in so striking a form, that 

they could hardly have failed to impress the earli

est races of mankind. For corroborative evidence 

of their influence we have only to refer to the ear

ly art of such peoples as the Greeks, Celts and 

Egyptians. 

The Geometric Age in Greek Art is so called 

on account of the use of geometric figures in the 

decoration of pottery and bronze v«rork as found in 

the graves of the period from the ninth to the 

seventh century B.CI In these designs the use of 

the square and the parallelogram is conspicuous. 

In the famous Celtic burial grounds in Hallstatt 

in upper Austria were found shields, plates and 

hemlets with designs resembling those on the 

pottery in the graves of Greece. The latest possi

ble date, given by authorities for their origin 

is j350 B.Ctt Examples of this kind might be multi

plied. These are sufficient to show that since the 



simpler figures were familiar, it is not im-

pro"ba"ble that some of their properties were 

knpwn at a very early date» 

A record of the discovery of these prop

erties is of necessity fragmentary. The history 

of some of them can be given with certainty while 

the traditions of others are interesting if not 

reliable. 

According to the Archaeologist, Halptecht 

the Babylonians, in the second or third milen-

nium B.C., were familiar with the correct methods 

for finding the areas of the square, rectangle and 

trapesiod. This information he obtained from 

examining more or less carefully fifty thousand 

cuneiform tablets, most of which were taken from 

the excavations at Nippur« 

Our second source of information on ancient 

mathematics is the Egyp tian manuscript written a-

bout 2oooB.CQ This contains no theorems, but special 

problems, for example;- to measure a rectangle two 

units by ten units; to describe a trapezoid whose 

parallel sides are six and four units and each of the 

other sides twenty units. We find in it also, the 



incorrect formula for the area of an isosceles 
a 

trapezoid |(gj plus 32) wliere a is one the 

equal sides and and g2 are the "bases. 

Egypt is considered as the birthplace of 

geometry but to what extent the Egyptians develop

ed it is hard to determine. Democritus and Plutarch 

speak of their ability to compute areas and their 

skill in Geometric construction. In connection 

with the quadrangle this question is of some im

portance. The Greeks until the time of Archimedes 

were not interested in mensuration. Most of the 

early theorems which we have along this line were 

formulated by men who were acquainted with Egypt

ian learning, or indirectly, through Pythagores had 

become interested in this subject. 

An inscription on the temple of Horns at 

Edfu in upper Egypt. In a rule for the working out of 

the priest's estates, the area of an irregular 
atbt c-t-d 

quadrangle was used as ? 2 Where a,b,c,d, were 

the sides of the quadrangle. It is not as close 

an approximation as the one given in the Rhuid 

Papyrus for the isosceles trapezoid. This 7/0uld lead 

us to think that the Egyptian Geometry made little 



advance from the time of Ahmes to the first 

century B.C. On the other hand we know that 

such men as Tilles and Pythagoras would hardly 

have spent years of study in Egypt on a few 

unformulated theorems some of which were in

correct. 

It is through Pythagoras that the Geometry 

of the quadrangle was carried from Egypt into 

Greece. Thales who must have "been as familiar 

with this side of Egyptian Geometry as his suc

cessor did not seem to have developed or to have 

transferred to his pupils his knowledge. 

The work of Pythagoras can not he separat

ed from that of the secret society which he found

ed. There are several reasons for this. Members 

were forbidden to publish their work and their dis

coveries were ascribed to the founder. Prochus tells 

us that all the theorems concerning the application 

of areas in the sense used in Book X, Theorem 44 of 

Euclid, and with the broader meaning as in the VI 

Book of Euclid, "are old and the inventions of the 

Pythagorians". This is to some extent confirmed by 

Plutarch who said that Pythagoras contrary to his re



ligion,"sacrificed an ox on account of the geo

metric diagram either the one referring to the 

square on the hypotenuse or that relating to the 

problem concerning the application of areas»" He 

attributes to Pythagoras the solution of the prob

lem, to construct a rectilineal figure similar to 

one figure an equivalent to another. 

The school founded by Pythagores existed 

for several centuries. It was from members of 

this brotherhood that Hippocrates of Chios ac

quired his knowledge of mathematics. He is the 

first, of whom we have any account, to break the 

rule of silence of this order, by publishing in 

430 B.C. a text book on elementary geometry. 

Simplicius preserved some of this work of Hip

pocrates in his extract from Endemius», History 

of Geometry. In it, solutions of the following 

problems were required:- To construct a square 

which shall be equal to a given rectilinear figure ; 

Tried a line the square on which shall be equal 

to three times the square on a given line; given 

two straight lines, construct a trapezoid, such 

that one of the parallel sides shall be equal to 

the greater of t vjo given l ines and each of the 

three remaining sides equal to the less. About 



this trapezoid describe a circle. 

About this time considerable confusion 

prevailed concerning the terms used for the dif

ferent types of the quadrangle. Euclid in the third 

century B.C. attempted to classify the various 

forms. Proclus says that Euclid was the man who 

introduced the word parallelogram. His use of 

the word is the same as purs* Under it he in

cluded the square, rectangle, rhombus and rhomboid. 

Euclid did not at tempt to add any new properties, 

of these figures, in his elements* One of the most 

simple of the properties, the diagonals of a para-

lellogram oisect each other, was omitted. This 

first appears in the writings of Archimeded who 

gave the th eorem, the point of intersection of 

the lines joining the mid points of the opposite 

sides of a parallelogram coincides with the point 

of i ntersection of the diagonals# 

Heron in 100 B.C. gave a new classification, 

which differed in several respects from that of 

Euclid. Euclid had used the word trapezoid to 

include all quadrangles which were not parallelograms. ' 

Heron distinguishes between parallel trapezoid and 

irregular quadrangle. He also gave the solution 

to the problem, to construct two rectangles in which 

the sum of their sides as well as their areas are 



in a given ratio. 

Passing on to the second Alexandrian 

School, Ptolmey in about 150 A.D. proved that 

a rectangle contained by the diagonals of a 

quadrangle inscribed in a circle is equivalents 

to both the rectangles contained by its opposite 

sides. Latter in Pappus*, Collection of Math

ematics, appears a solution of the problem to 

find a parallelogram whose sides are in a fixed 

ratio to those of a given parallelogram while the 

areas are in another ratio. 

This concludes what could be found on 

the larly History of the Quadrangle, in Greek or 

Egyptian Mathematics. In India > Brahrn agupta and 

Baschara were acquainted with some of these 

properties ,but they added nothing to the knowledge 

possessed in the Occident. 



SECTION I 

The properties of the parallelogram 

are numerous. Many of them can be found in the 

text books on elementary geometry. The proofs are 

usually simple, for such, only the statement of the 

theorem needs to be given. 

The more general theorems will be considered 

first, followed by those on the special forms of the 

parallelogram according to the general outline. By 

a parallelogram is meant of course a quadrangle in 

v/hich the opposite sides are equal and parallel. 

Theorem I. In a parallelogram the diagon

als bisect each other. 

Theorem II. In a parallelogram a diagonal 

bisects the area. 

Theorem III. Parallelograms which have the 

same base or equal bases and equal altitudes are 

equal. 

Theorem IV. If a parallelogram has the same 

base and altitude as a triangle the area of the 

parallelogram is double that of the triangle. 



Theorem V. In any parallelogram the com

plements of the p arallelograms about the diagonals 

are equal. 

parallelograms EG and FH on the diagonal AC. 

To prove EH » GF. 

Proof: A ADC =4 ABC (l) 

4AEI=4AGI (2) 

4HIC"4n?c (3) 

Adding (2) and (3) and subtracting from (I), 

the parallelogram EH = the parallelogram GF. 

Q.E.D, 

Theorem VI. In a parallelogram the op

posite angles are equal and the adjacent angles 

are supplementary. 

Theorem VII. Two parallelograms are con

gruent when two adjacent sides and the included 

angle of one equal respectively to the two ad

jacent sides and the included angle of the other. 



Theorem VIII. Any straight line passing 

through the diagonals and terminated by the sides 

"bisects the pa rallelogram. 

Theorem IX. The areas of the four triangles 

into which a parallelogram is divided by the diagon

als, are equivalent. 

Theorem X. If ABCD is a parallelogram, 3 and 

3? the mid points of AD and BC respectively, BE and 

DE will bisect the diagonal AC. 

Theorem XI. Let ABCD be a parallelogram, P 

any point in the diagonal 3D. If the lines Pa 

and PC'^ are drawn, triangle PAB will equal triangle 

PCB. Since they have the same base and equal altitudes. 



Theorem XII. 

The four lines joining the middle points of 

the adjacent sides of a quadrangle form a parallel-

^et - . _ » the mid

points of" the sides Ab, Bö,CD, DA respectively. 

To prove ABCD is a parallelogram. 

Proof: In the ABD, HE joins the mid points 

of AD and BE and is therefore parallel to BD. In 

the same manner PG is parallel to BD. 

• • Bd and HE are parallel. 

In the triangle/ ABC, Bf is parallel to A0, 

and in ADC, HG is parallel to AC. . . IP and HG 

are parallel. And Ah, Pg is a parallelogram. 

ogram. 

Q.E.Ei 



Theorem XIII. If a circle is described 

about the point of intersection of the diagonals 

of a parallelogram as centerm the sum of the squares 

on the lines drawn from any point on the circumfer

ence to the four vertices of the parallelogram is a 

Given in the parallelogram A3CD, the circle 

metr center 0 tne intersection of the diagonals, and 

P any point on the circumference of this circle. 

To prove AP y PCy-hP%-PB^ K 

Proof: BPf PB% 2PCH- 21)0 *~ 

PC" 2PÜV2A01" 

• . S?^-PB+AP^PC^ = 4H ̂ -BD 4AC A  

But = K 2 2 

• . DP ̂  PB ̂  33? y-PC % K 

Q.E.D. 



Theorem XIV. If A3 OD is a parallelogram 

from B a line is drawn cutting the diagonal AC 

at P, the side DC at G, AD produced at ÜS, to prove 

that EF. FG-. B5T" 

a 

To prove: 33?. FG = BP 

Proof 28 _B3 (l) GP BP 
GB GC GC AB 

DG EG EG ( 3 )  

Prom (I) and (2) 

and (3) 

(2) 

AB EB EP t- PG 
EG _ DG . BP _ EG . BP 

GF+ PB GP. AB GP(EP+ PB) 

GP • PB -f FB = ™ GP -f-GF . PB 

PB i PFiBP 

Q.2.D. 



Theorem XV« If ABCD is a parallelogram 

and P any point, the triangle PAC equals the 

triangle PAB minus the triangle PAP if P is within 

the angle BAP or that which is vertically opposite 

to it, and triangle PAP plus triangle PAB equals 

triangle PAC if P has any other position« 

To Prove 

A PAC - 4 PAB-PAP 

Proof 

4 PPC + A APB r I AB CP 
2 

4 APB ~ I ABCP- A APC 
2 - 4 PPC 

-- 4 PPC f a APB- A APC 
- 4 PPC 

• •tfAPC-t. 4APB- A APB 

4.B.P, 

S 

To Prove 

4 PAC - 4 PAP +4 PAB 

Proof: 

A PAP« A PAC-f A P PC-d APC 

4 APC- I ABCP ̂  A PABtAPCP 
2 

• • 4 PAP = ̂ PAC i A PPC- A PAB 
- 4 PCP 

. «4 PAC =. zi PAP + A PAB . 

Q« 32« P« 



Theorem XVI« A para llelogram may "be con

structed in a given angle equivalent to a given 

rectilinear figure# 

Theirem XVII. On a given line to construct 

a given rectilinear figure similar to and similarity 

placed to a given rectilinear figure# 



SECTION II 

The rectangle and the square lend them

selves readily to problems of construction. More 

could be found than are included in this paper. 

In the theorems on the rectangle there is a 

redundancy in the case of the pro of of the converse 

pf PTOLEMY1S Theorem. This converse is included 

in Theorem VII but I have also given the proof as 

it is found in J. Hadaraaid1s Lecons de Georaetice 

Elementaire, in Theorem IX. 

Theorem I. A rectangle is the only parallel

ogram that may be inscribed in a circle. 

Theorem II. A rectangle may be constructed 

equivalent to the difference of two given squares. 

Theorem III. A rectangle may be constructed 

equivalent to a given square when the sum of two ad

jacent sides equal a given quantity. 

Theorem IV. A rectangle may be constructed 

equivalent to a given equate when the difference of 

the two adjacent sides equal a given quantity. 

Theorem V. On AB and AD two adjacent sides 

of a rectangle, two similar triangles are construct

ed and perpendiculars are drawn from AB and AD to 

the angles they subtend intersecting at the point 

P. If AB and AD are homologous sides show that 



P is in all cases on one of the diagonals of the 

Proof i 32G_ PH m GB „ AJ 
GB~~ HA SS"HA~"HD 

But AG PH and AH GP 
• GB s HP 
• •GP ̂  HD « . BPD is a straight line and P is oh 

BD. 



Theorem VI. The sum of the re ctangles con

tained "by o p;© site sides sides of an inscribed 

quadrangle is equal to the rectangles contained 

by its diagonals. 

To prove PS,RQ fPQ . SR -PR . SQ. 

Proof:- let PQ, RS be the quadrangle. 

Construct /SPT ~/RPOv and let PT cut SQ at T. 

Now4 s SPT, RPQ, are equiangluar. 

« . PS : PR —ST : RQ 
« 

• • PS . HQ _ST . PR 

Againi s TPQ and SPR are equiangular. 

• • PQ : PR = TQ : SR 

PQ . SR —PR . TQ 

• • PS . RQ ̂ PQ . SR-= PR . ST ̂ J>R . TQ= PR . SQ. 

Q.E.D. 



Theorem VII» The rectangle contained by 

the diagonals of a quadrangle is less than the sum 

of the rectangles contained by its opposite sides 

unless the quadrangle is inscribed in which case 

it is equal to that sum, 

p 

Let PCJRS be the quadrangle. 

Make / SPT ̂  / RPQ and / PST- / PRQ 

How s SPT> RPQ are equiangular. 

• #» PS I PR ^ ST : RQ or PS * RQ - ST • PR 

Also PT t PQ PS : PR or PT i PS - PQ, 5 PR 

and / TPQ SPR • *4s TPQ, SPR are equiangular. 

. . PQ I PR =- TQ : SR 

. . PQ . SR *PR . TQ 

. . PR . ST+PR . TQ= PS . RQi-PQ . SR 

But S<J<ST+TQ unless STQ, is a straight line. 

• « PR „ 3Q < PS . RQ-vPQ • SR unless STQ is a straight 
line, # 

If 3TQ is a straight line / QSP= / QRP, . ,P. Q . HS 

are concyclic. 



Theorem VIII. On the diameter AB of a 

semi-circle, construct a rectangle whose altitude 

AC is equal to the side of an inscribed square. If 

one joins the vertices C,D to any point M of the 

semicircumference by the lines CM, DM cutting the 

diameter in S,F, f AB 

Proof: Draw the chords MA, MB and prolong these 

lines until they meet in G,H, CD prolonged. The 

angle GMH is inscribed in a semicircle. 

• . / SG and H are complementary and in consequence, 

the right s GCA, BDH are similar. 
Gj3 _ AC „ 

And BD DH or 2GC* DH*2AC. CD 

The segments GC, CD, DH being proportional to the 

segments AE, EE, IB. The preceding .equality gives 

2 AE . BP * If T 

Prora AP+BE= AB+ EP one obtains Wf~ BE + 2AP . BE=5S" 

-fEP + 2AB . BP or KF+ B2AP . BE=- AB%. 2( AS . BP + 

AB . SP ). The identity (a+b) (b+c)-ab+c(a+b+o ) 

proves that AP . EE = AE. BP +• AB . EP 

/ 
/ 

SlL 

SB*" 



Theorem IX« The product of the sides AC 

and BD of an inscribed quadrangle ABCD is equal 

to the sum of the products of the opposite sides. 

Let ABCD be inscribed in a circle. 

Tp prove AC . BD =AD . BC *-AB . CD. 

Proof: Transform by inversion, using A as the cent

er. The circle ABCD transforms into a straight line 

which passes through the points B|c?DIthe inverses 

of BCD. I C be the vertex of the quadrangle opposite 

A the points B add D will be on different sides of 
T T 

Ac and also the points B and D~. The point C* will 

lie between B^and Dl and will have (in absolute 

value) BV-JC+SD1 (i) 
But if K is the power of the inversion B*D* - DB . K 

Substituting in these values in (i) and multiply^ 

ing through by AB . AC • AD and dividing through by 

h, it follows AC.BD — AD.BC f AB.CD. 

a 

BICI^CB K 
and C3^1 = DC . K 

AC . AD 

AB.AD 

AB. AC 

Q.l.D 



SECTIOH III 

Theorem I. A square on a line is eqivalent 

to the squares on two parts together with twice the 

rectangle contained by the two jbarts. 

Theorem II. In a given circle to inscribe a 

given square. 

Theorem III. To describe a circle about a 

given square. 

Theorem IV. To describe a square about a 

given circle. 

Theorem V. A square is the only rectangle 

that can be described about a circle. 

Theorem VI. The greatest rectangle that may be 

inscribed in a circle is a square. 

Theorem VII. The square on the hypotenuse of 

a right trie ngle is equivalent to the sum of the 

squares oh the other two sides 



SECTION IV 

Theorem I. The diagonals of a rhombus are 

perpendicular to each other. 

Theorem II. The diagonal . of a rhombus bi

sects the angles through which it passes. 

Theorem III. A rhombus is the only parallel** 

ograin that may be described about a circle. 

Theorem IV. A rhombus m a-y be con structed 

equivalent to any parallelogram. 

Theorem V. Inscribe a rhombus in a parallel

ogram, so that one of the angular points of the 

rhombus may be at a given point in a side of the 

parallelogram. 

Measure BG CE • Draw GE. Erect bisector H.P. 

Draw HE,EEyEG and HG. The triangles may be asily 

proven equal. 



SECTIOK V 

Theorem I. If a trapeziod "be described 

about a circle, a straight line drawn through the 

middle of the circle parallel to the bases and ter

minated by the two sides is equal to one-fourth the 

perimeter of the trapeziod. 

To prove 1/4 (AB4BC4-CI>fDA) 

Proof: EP *1/2 (BCtAD) 

But BC + AD - AB tCD . . . 1/4 perimeter. 
Q..E.D. 

Theorem II. If a line parallel to the bases of a 

trapeziod it will divide the sides proportionally. 

stA^L. (7 T~ 
g f 

To prove BE : AE tt CF I ZD. 



Theorem III. If ABCD is a trapsziod with 

BC parallel to Ad, E the mdd point of DC« Prove 

that j AEB = 1/2^ABCD. „ 

A.of ABCD -h(altitude) • FjE 

A. Of 4 BEF Mkm ̂ l/2 h. FE. 

• • A BEF 14 AFE Ä J ABE -1/2 ABCD. 
q.E.D. 

Theorem IV. A line drawn parallel to 

the "bases of a trapeziod through the intersection 

of the diagonals is bisected at that point. 
ft 

To prove EO ~OF. 

Proof: EO BE CF OF 
AD " BÄ "* CD ~ AD 

. • • SO 02 

MB AD 
• • EÜ - OE 

Q.E.D. 



T£. In a trapezi>$d the angles adjacent to 

either of the non-parallel sides are supplementary. 

The median of a trapexdid is parallel to the 

bases and equal to one half their sum 

Given our trapexdid ABCD with EF the median. 

To prove EF — l/2(AB-fDC) and parallel to AB 

and CD. Draw AC, and AL parallel to BC. AL - BC» 

AK _ FC 
KL BF, • . AK-KL and EF bisects AD and AL of ADL 

and is therefore parallel to DL. 

But if EF is parallel to DC, it bisec ts AC of 

the4 ADC, therefore EH « I/2DC. In like manner FH^l/2AB 

®H+HF^l/2 (AB+CD) 

Q* S3. X-



Theorem VI. The area of a trapesiod equals 

the product of the m edian and the distance between 

the parallel sides. 

Given the trapesiod ABCD with EF the median 

and AM the distance between the parallel sides AB 

and CD. 

To prove: Area of ABCIU IF . AM. 

Proof; EF ̂  1/2(AB-VDC) 

Area of ABCD - area of ( A ADC f 4ABC) 

Area of 4 ADC « 1/2 AM . DC 

Area of 4 ABC * l/2 AM . AB 

Area of ABCD* area of ( 4 ADC +4 ABC) r l/2 AM(ABiDC) AM. 

CL ß 

•C 

q.E.D 



Theorem VII. In an isosceles trapeziod 

the angles at each base are equal and the opposite 

angles are supplementary. 
cl 

L 

Let ABCD be an isosceles trapeziod 

To prove/ A=/B, £c= /D 

and /A f-£c = = 2 rt./s. 

Proof: Draw through A a line parallel to BC meeting 

CD in L. 

4 AID is an isosceles triangle, and £ ALD- £ ADC. 

But^/ ADCDAB- 2 rt.£, since AB and CD are parallel 

and £ ALD»/ / BCD. Substituting equals £ BCD+/ DAB ^2rt £• 

In same manner £ ABC-f-£ ADC ~2 rt./s. 

But since / BCD =/ AID „=/ ADC and / BCD +/ DAB =/ ABC+/ ADC 

Subtracting / BCD-=/ ADC 

/ DAB =/ ABC 

q.B.D 



SECTION VI 

Theorem I.If ABCD is a quadrangle inscribed 

in a circle the straight lines CE,DE which bisect 

the angles ACB and ADB cut BD and AC at F and G 

Proof: In A s Bmand CSE, / EBB =/ ACE and fa GEP is 
* 

common. • • EF I EG = ED i CE 
Q.E.D. 

Theorem II. In a quadrangle ABCD if AD is 

the longest side and BC is the shortest, / ABC> / ADC 

and / BCD) / BAD. 

Revolve ADC on AC as an axis. Then A ADC will 

include ABC as AD̂  AB and DC > BC. • ./ D> /B. 

In same way /ß may be proved: /A. 
Q.ED. 



Theorem III. The "bisectors IP, PN of the 

angles formed "by t he intersection of the opposite 
sides of an inscribed quadrangle ABCB are perpendicular# 

To prove: EP perpendicular to PN, where SP 

"bisects /APD and PN bisects £kPB. 

Proof: Arc PA- arc BM cr arc BP - arc MC© 

Arc AN- arc BQ « arc NB - arc CQ. 
c 
. « ar c Pa ̂  arc AN -arc BM - arc BQ, ~ arc BP-f, arc NB -

arc MC - arc CQ or arc PN - arc BM - arc BQ, «arc BP 

arc NB - arc MQ. 

• • arc PN-fare MQ ̂ arc NM-+arc PQ and N̂OPe £ßOH 

But since £ NOP-4-^NOM were measured by half the 

circumference, £ NOP * rt£ and EP is perpendicular to PN. 

Q.S.B 



Theorem IV» If ABCD is a quadrangle in

scribed in a circle and the sides AB, CD when produced 

meet at 0» Show sthat s AOC and BOD are equi

angular. 

To proves AOC and4 BOD equiangular. 

Proof / 0 is common, £ OAC =r / BDC. 

• • 4 s AOC and BOD are equiangular. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem V« A quadrangle which can have 

one ciicle inscribed in it and another circum

scribed about it, show that the straight lines 

joining the opposite points of contact of the in

scribed circle are perpendicular to ea ch other« Let 

ABCD be the quadrangle. 



Theorem VI. A quadrangle ABCD is inscribed 

in a circle and AD, BC are produced to meet E. Show 

that the circle described about the triangle ECD will 

have the tangent at E parage}, to AB. 

a 

To prove ME parallel to AB. 

Proof: DCE. 

But / DCE = / MED 
e 

and ME is parallel to AB. 

q.E.D. 

Theorem . The sum of the opposite sides 

of a quadrangle circumscribed about a circle is 

equal to the sum of the other pair. 

Theorem . The four sides of any quad

rangle are togehter greater than the sum of the two 

diagonals. 



Theorem VII. The opposite sides of an 

inscribed quadrangle meet at P, and Q, and 

about the triangles so formed without the quad

rangle circles are described meeting again at R. 

Show that P, R and Q, are on a straight line» 

Proof: I APCf/ ABC^ 2 rt. /s. 

I ADC + Z PB(J - 2 rt. /s. 

/ A3C + / QDP * 2 rt. /a. 

Z PDQ +1 =2 rt. /a. £ QDP -+Z CRP= 2 rt. /a. 

• • / m + Z CRQ, +Z <£>p +Z CKP '4 rt. Z®. — Z ABC + 

z ADC +// P.3Q, tZ^P- • • L CRft + Z CRP 9 ABC +Z ADC -

2 rt» /s. 

* • PR Q, is a straight line, 
%* E, D* 



Theorem VIII. If ABCD is an inscribed 

quadrangle the centers M,N,P, and Q, of the 

circles inscribed in the triangles ABC, A3D, ACD, 

BCD are the Tertices of a rectahgle . 

Given ABCD as an inscribed quadrangle with 

E, E, G, and H the points where the arcs AB, BC, CD 

and DA are bisected, and N, M, Q, and P the centers^ 

of circles inscribed in As ADB, ABC, BCD ahd GDA 

respectively. 

To prove: 1INPQ a rectangle. 

Proof: £ EIE is measured by l/2( arc SBB 

a r c BE + arc AD i-arc DH] =.1/4 (arc ABBarc BFC-f 

arc CQ,D-fare DEA)-l/4 circ. 

• . EG is perpendicular to HE. 

Now E is the center and NE is the radius of 

a circle upon the line joining the incenter of ABD 



to the ex-center of the circle tangent to A3, as 

a diameter. This circle will pass through A, N, 

and B. 

Considering the triangle ABC, the circde 

with center at E and radius ME wi lip ass through A, 

B, and M. Therefore NE »ME# 

But EG Bisects / DEC. 

And EG must "be perpendicul ar to ME. 

In the same way FH can Be proven perpendicular 

to MQ, and IIP. 

But EG has Been provenXto FH. 

• . MKPQ, must Be a rectangle. 



Theorem IX. In all inscribed quad

rangles, AB CD the distance IIP, M Q, from the point 

of intersection of the sides AC and BD to the op

posite sides AB, CD are proportional to these sides. 

Given MP the on CD from M and MP the on 

BA from M. 

T? prove: MP AB • •» 2* 

Proof: In the 4 s A MB and CMD / BAC = / BDC, 

/ BMA = / CMD. 

Therefore A AMB is similar toA CMD and 

MP AB 
HQ," CD 

MQ, 

Q,.E. D, 



Theorem X» The circumferences which have 

for chords the sides of a quadrangle ABCD inscribed 

in a circle, give "by their new intersections the 

To prove: The sum of the a ngles about C 

are Z DICI3If£_BICIC+ / D1CIC 4 rt. /a. 

But /"B*ClC + / Bj3C ̂  2 rt. /a 

and ZBiGIC+ / BIDC^ 2 rt. 

Therefore Z ^ B*BC D^DC. In the same 

way one can prove / EIAiB£ / BIBA+ Z DIDA . Add-

inS one ohtaine Z DW+Z DIAIBI, Z CBA +Z CDA* 2 rt. 

Q.E.D. 



Theorem XI. In all quadrangles inscribed 

in a circle whose sides AC and BD are perpendicular 

the sum of the squares on the opposite sides is 

equivalent to the square on the diameter. 

Given AC J. to BD and AB CD inscribed in 

circle 0. 

To prove: AlT+CD = 

Proof: Since £ BEC rt./, arc BC-f arc AD ̂  

semi circumference. 

Draw the diameter BP. Since / BAP» rt. / arc AP 

= arc DC and AP - DC. 

But AB + AS% PB" 

. . AB VDC = P3 Q.E.D. 

Corollary- In all quadrangles inscribed in a 

circle, and whose sides AC and BD intersect at rt./s, 

the sum of the squares of the sides equal to eight 

times the square of the radius. 



Theorem XII. In all inscribed quad

rangles having the two sides AC and 3D per

pendicular, the perpendicular iff to one o f 

the sides CD through the point of intersec

tion of AC and BD, passes through the middle 

point of the opposite side. 

Given AC_L to BD and PQ,_Lto CD through M. 

To prove QP bisects AB. 

Proof: / ACD is the complement of £ Clff 

and therefore of its equal /AMQ. 

Therefore /ACD= /BMQ. But /ACD -/ ABD. 

• • / BMQ, =/ABD and qM = Q3. 

But/J MAB is a right A and QA «- QM. 

. . QA qs. 



Theorem XIII* Zn an inscribed quad

rangle AB OD wiose sides AC and BP intersect 

at right angles, the distance OE to the center 

from the aides AB, equals the half of the op*» 

posit© side* 

let M be the inter section of AC and BD 

And 05 be? drawn i to AB» 

To prove ÜB. =1/2 CD* 

Proof* OB is parallel to the line 7/h.ieh joinrj 

11 to the middle point IT* Bor the same reason Gl1  

is parallel to MB, 

• e M.YX'% is a parallelogram, and BO -BP* But Ci£D 

is a rt* A and It is the midpoint* 

0 

:j-s X/2 CD 



Theorem XIV« The sides AC and BD, of 

the quadrangle ABCD inscribed in a circle, 

are to each other as the sum of the products 

of the sides which intersect at their ex

treme ties. 

a. 

r 

Let A3CD be one quadrangle with AC and 

BD intersecting at 0. 

To prove AC _ BD 
AB7ASTBC« CD AB.BC 4-CD. AD 

Proof: OAD and BOC are similar. 

PA - A2 - QP and we can write 
OB ~~BC OC 

OA OB OD 
H57cr~ A3.AD AB.BC 

In the same way OAB and OCD are similar and 

9A or OA - OD 
OD "CD AB.Al) AD7CD 

OB OC OD 
"XB7BC * BÜTCT = CT7XD 

the third and first and second and fourth 
AC .. BD 
Aß.AD BCTCD 

adding 

IBTBC CD.AD" q.s.D. 



Theorem XV. If the quadrangle ABCD he 

turned about the fixed point M in such a 

manner that the sides AC,BD, intersecting at 

right angles, always cross at the point M: 

The mid point of AB, of 3Cf of CD, and of AD 

describe a circumference having its center at 

a point I of MO; Each median as EE is a 

diameter of this circumference; the radius R 

To prove: 13% IP% IR% is'-1/2 /21T- Mo*" 

Proof: Let A3~ a Cd-o Then ÜR-fSSä? But 

2qj+ 2irf 

We have proven 03%1/2 CD and OQ -1/2 AB 

Substituting in these values 

1/4(537% JSU 1/2 0/3+1/2 ml R%i/2 3V+I/2 

. '. When q/0% 4R% 2R*" - • 3TO *" 

But 3'% is the diagonal of the parallelogram 



QjiQO, and therefore is bisected by MO and 

QI,=Q'I. 
T  I I 1  
^•n t he same way R a" can "be proven equal to 

2R*" - MO^and therefore equal to Q/'Qi And R*S* 

is bisected in the parallelogram B^MOS1 by 

MO at I and RI^ 18. 

•  I I I  . . RAsi 

and HI a is = q}j m qi s 1/2 fzst'- W 



Theorem XVI. Let AB CD "be a quadrangle 

in which the sides AC and BD intersect at right 

angles? If one projects in the sides the in

tersect M of AC and BD, and of one prolongs 

this line of projection until it meets the side 

opposite to the side perpendicular to this line: 

the eight points so obtained will lie on the 

same circumference; the center and radius of 

this circumference depend solely on the cir

cumference ABCD and the point M. 

on the same circumference. And that this cir

cumference depends on circle ABCDand the point M. 

By Bra/hmegupta* s theorem the points P* are* 

AJ 

To prove P.f S, P; Q,, S'R, P, and Q1 lie 

Proof: Draw PMP1 4. to AB and to CD. 



are the midpoints of CD and AB respectively. 

The four points P, Q, P*, Q» lie on the circumfer

ence described with the median P,Q,t as a diameter. 

Ahother diameter is the median R*S*, and. the cir

cumference P(£PfQf contains the four points R,S,Rf »S* • 



Theorem XVII» The diagonals of a given quad

rangle ABCh intersect at Ö show that the centers 

of circles described about the & A OB, ADD, OBC» 

-dYCG is isosceles triangle« 

• • XT is -/-.to C O. In the same way WZ ia-hto CA. 

» » WZ and XY are parallel. 

^ XBO is isosceles triangle. 

A BOW ia i3dsoeles triangle. 

. .:CvV la j_ to BO. Arid in the same way «2 isXto BD. 

.'.XV/ and HZ are parallel and Xfzr; is a parallelogram. 



Theorem XVIII. If a quadrangle be bi

sected by one diagonal, the second diagonal is 

bisected by the first. 

Theorem . To prove that the four lines 

bisecting the angles, of a quadrangle form a 

quadrangle wich may be inscribed in a circle. 

To prove EFGH may be ibscribed. 

Proof: |A+/B+/C+-^D=4rt./s. 

l/2(/A +-/ B +-/C +-/D) = 2 rt./s. 

But in h a ABE and GCD 

^(i. A +^B+. </C +/d) ~ /BEA -t^/GGD =: 4 rt./s. 

(I) . \ /BEA +/CGD- 2 rt. </s. 

In the same way it may be proved that /AED 

<=2 rt. Substitute in (i) the equal angles, 

/EEH -t/FGH =2 rt. /s. And EEGH may be ibscribed. 



Theorem XIX. Construct a quadrangle 

having given the length of the four sides AB, 

BC, CD and A3) and one of the lines which join 

the middle points of the opposite sides. 

Let AB CD "be t he desired quadrangle in 

which independent of the sides, EG is given 

which passes through the middle points of AB 

and CD. 

To construct AB CD. EEGH is a parallelogram, 

since ED and KS are parallel to BC and equal 

to half BC. Likewise EH and ES are parallel 

and equal to half of AD. Therefore giiven 

the length of AD and BC and the length EG, 

ji?GH may "be constructed. 

in the same manner MHNG may he constructed. 

But through the points M, 3, N, and G, lines 

may be drawn parallel to EG, MH, HG and ME. 

ABCD is therefore the desired quadrangle. 



Theorem XX. If the opposite sides AB, 

CD of a quadrangle meet in P and if G, H be the 

middle points of the sides AC and BD the triangle 

Let ABCD be one quadrangle, H the midpoint 

of BD, G of* AC, and R and Q of AD and BC respectiv

ely» 

To prove A PQH- l/4 A3CD. 

Proof: Draw QH, QQ, QP, RH, and RQ. 

Now since QG is parallel to AB if produced it 

will bisect PC. Joining the vertices of the As CGQ, 

PGQ on the same base GQ but on opposite sides, 

since CP is bisected by GQ, ^PGQ-^CGQ ̂ 1/4 ABC. 

In the same wa.y4 PHQ= 1/4 BCD. The parallele grain 

GQHR 1/2(ABD - ABC) 

* mA QGH 1/4 ABD - l/4 ABC: hence4PGH = 

1/4(ABC + BCD -f- ABD - ABC) l/4 ABCD. 
Q.E.D. 



Theorem XXI. The sum of the squares of 

the sides AB, BG, CD, and AD, of a quadrangle 

is equal to the sum of the squares of the other 

two sides AC and BD plus four times the square 

of the line joining the middle points of AC,to 

Let AB CI) be the quadrangle, E the middle 

point of AC and F of BD. 

To prove ÄB%BC+CD+ÄDL ÄCTB5+4Ü" 

Proof: ̂ In4 ABD 5S + HJ* In* BCD 

SÖ-S&I^1+^ = 2(33^*-
4PB =• 4AE -f-4lP+ 455 = A0+-BD +4SF,Z" 

Q.B.D. 



Theorem XXII* If a straight line EF 

divides protortionally two of the opposite 

sides of a quadrangle and if a second line GH 

divides the other two sides proportionally, each 

of these lines is divided by the other in the 

same ratio . as the sides which determine them* 

4 C 

a 

Given the quadrangle ABCD with the lines 

FE and HG so drawn that AE_ DF and AH BG 
BE^ CP HD CG 

To prove; 13 _ AH^BG and Iflr AJ3 DE 
IF DH CG IG BE CF 

Proof: Draw I'D'through 3 parallel to DC and 

DD J HB* C*cJ" GIG parallel to EF. 

By hypothesis AE ,, DF But DF = D'E and CF- C22 
EB CF 

and AE ^ DAE, jn the äfee^sAED», BSC. /AED» 
cl3 • CP 

^ • • AD', BC' are parallel. We have also 

by hypothesis AH _ DH or AH' D'H' and since 
BG CG BG»" C'G» 



A'D* and BCf are parallel, H! EG* are on a 

straight line and EHf = AS* 

But HGH'G* is a parallelogram. 

IH. EH _AE- DE 

In like manner 

II , AH a BG 
IF" DH CG. 



Theorem XXIII. A quadrangle is hounded 

by the diameter of a circle, the tangents at 

its extremeties and a third tangent. Show 

that* ; its area is equal to half that of the 
rectangle contained hy the diameter and the 

side opposite to it. 

CD 
To prove ABCD AB . 

"2 

Proof: If area of ABCD ~ AB . CD AB(AD -f CB) AB. __ a - T 

But area of ABCD does AB . OS * 
• • Area of A3CD= AB . CD 

Problem, Calculate the diagonals x,y of an in

scribed quadrangle in terms of its sides, a,b, c, 

and d. 

We have proved xyz. ac-tbd, andalso x _ ad-t-bc 
y ab 4-cd 

• . x\ (ac -f- bd) (ad + bo). y^ (ac -t- bd) (ab j- cd) 
ab + cd ad -v-bc 



The theorems on the complete quad

rangle will "be calssified as follows 

Section VII« Harmonic Properties. 

Section VIII. Polar properties. 

Section IX. Involutoric Properties. 

Section X. Quadrangle inscribed in a 

conic. 

Section XI. Quadrangle circumscribed 

to a conic. 

Section XII. Miscellaneous theorems. 

By a quadrangle circumscribed to a conic 

will be meant one which has four of its six 

sides tangents to a conic. 



Different forms of a complete quadrangle. 



Theorem I. In every inscribed quad

rangle the intersection of the opposite sides 

To prove M,H, P, and Q, four harmonic 

points. 

Proof: The three diagonal points of ABCD 

are HPH; NP is the polar of R and the tangentts 

through A and C must intersect in M on NQ, and 

also must tangents from B and D. But R(APNP) is 

a harmonic pencil and therefore N P M Q, are 

four harmonic points. 



Theorem II. Any two vertices of a com

plete quadrangle are divided harmonically "by the 

diagonal point lying on their junction line 

and the point in which their junction line is 
cut by the line joining the other two diagonal 

points. 

Let AB CD be the quadrangle, EFG the diagonal 

triangle. 

To prove: (FFf, AB) is a harmonic range. 

Proof: Since AC, BD and Ge are concurrent, 

AF* . 8C . GD Ä I 
F*B CG DA 

Also since PCD is a transversal of triangle SAB 

AF . BC GD- I 
BF GO AD 
• • 

• • AF* - AF . . (?F',AB) is a harmonic range 
FT3 53?"" 

r 



Theorem III. Any two sides of a complete 

quadrangle are divided harmonically "by the diagon

al line which passes through their intersection 

and the line joining their intersection to the 

remaining two diagonal point. 

To prove that AD, BC are harmonic conjugates 

with respect to GE, and GP. 

Proof! ÖJ.HC8 Ac, BD and GE are concurrent 
we have AP* . BC . GD- I and since PCD is a 

BP GC DA 

transversal of the triangle GAB,AP . BC . GD_ I 

/. AP* AP 

That is (PPfAB) is a harmonic range. . . G(BPä AB) 

is a harmonic pencil and AD, BC are harmonic 

conjugates with respect to GE, and GP. 

r ß 

Bf GC IS 

Q.E.D 



Theorem X. The centers of any quadrangle 

inscribed in a circle form a self conjugate 

triangl 

Let ABCD he any quadrangle inscribed 

in a circle and let E,P,G, be its centers. 

Then if AB, CD cut GE in P and P» it follows 

that( AB, PP) and (CD, P?P) are harmonic. 

• . GE is the polar of the point P. Similarly 
EP, PG are the polars of G and E respectively. 

• • EPG is a self conjugate ^triangle with 

respect to the circle. 



Theorem II. In a plane the polar of a 

point P? with respect to the three pairs of 

opposite sides of a complete quadrangle passes 

through the same points. 

Let AB,CD intersect in H. 

AC, DB intersect in Q, and 

AD, BC intersect in P. 

Indicate by P* the point common to the polars, 1, 

sides of A3CD concurrent in F and G. The points 

P and P » divide harmonically the two pair of 

points L,Lf, M, M1 determined by the line PP! 

with the pairs of opposite sides which pass 

through F and G and therefore are the double 

points of the involution LL1, MM*. But N3J1 

is also a pair of this involution of which also 

points NiT* are divided harmonically by P, P* 

M of P respectively to the pairs of opposite 



and at the same time the polar u. of P 

with respect to the pair of opposite sides 

concurrent in H passes through Pf. 



Theorem I. If a quadrangle he inscribed 

in a circle any striaght line will "be cut in 

involution by the circle and the three pairs 

of opposite sides of the quadrangle. 

Let ABCD be a quadrangle inscribed in 

a conic and let any straight line cutting the 

sides AC, BD in P and P«, sides CD, AB in Q 

and Q*; the sides AD, BC in R and R«, and the 

circle in S and S*• 

To prove: (PP'.CJQ1, RH', S3») will be in 

Proof: Let AC and BD intersect at E. Then 

since the ̂ PAR »/R'BP' RP sinRPA=.P'R' ein BP'R' 
AR BR* « 

• • • EJL51 • £E Similarily 
BP BR' . IP« 

involution. 



/RPP*= /PCR* and RD • PR* . EP»_ I 
BP' IFC W 

Hence AH • RD . BR* . R*C 3RP . RP* . PR* . P*R* 

But since ARD, SR3* are chords of the circle 

AH • RDt? SR . RS* and similarly 

BR* , R * C =. SR * . R* S*, 

SR . RS* : SR* . R*S»« RP . RP* : PR* . P*R* 

Hence ( S3*, PP*, RR* ) are pairs in involution. 

Similarly it may "be proved, 

(S3*, Q.Q.*, RR*) is in invalution 

Consequently (SS*, PP* , Q,Q,*, RR*) is in in

volution. 



Theorem II, The sixlines taken from a 

point to the four vertices of a quadrangle and 

to the points of intersection of the opposite 

sides form a pencil in involution. 

Let ABCD be the quadrangle, 0 be any 

point, let SO cut FD at E and FC at e* • 

To prove 0(AC, BD, EF) is a pencil in 

involution. 

Proof; A,D,e, F and B,C,e*, F are two 

ranges whose cross rates are equal since the 

three lines AB, DC, ee* meet in point 1. It 

follows that the cross rates of the four lines 

OA, OD, 01, OF, equals the cross ratio of the 

lines OC,OB,OF,OE in such a way that the four 

mlines OA, OD, 01, OF correspond respectively 

to the four lines OC, OB, OF, 01. Then one 

has three systems of conjugate lines OAjOC1, 



OD,OB*, and OE, OP which are such that the four 

lines pertaining to the three systems have 

their anharmonic ratio equal and their four 

lines conjugate* Therefore the six lines form 

an involution. 



Theorem III. Three pairs of opposite 

sides of a complete quadrangle ar cut by a 

transversal not passing through any vertex 

in three pairs of points belonging to one and 

the same involution. 

To prove (AA*,BBf, CC *) are in involution. 

Proof: 2£PRC* | ABCC* 

HPRC' B'A'CC' 

. . (ABCC') x (B'A'CC') 

But (B'A'CC') = (A(B'CC') 

. . ABCC1x A*B*C*C. 
# # AA', BB*, CC*, are in involution. 



Theorem I. If the vertices of a com

plete quadrangle are on a conic "which meets a 

line in two points, the lavter are a pair in 

the involution determined on the line "by the 

pairs of opposite sides of the quadrangle. 

Let Ai A 2® IC 2 he the vertices of the 

quadrangle and let the line 1 meet the conic 

in B2» CT. This quadrangle determines on the 

line an involution in which S,H,Tt and U are 

conjugate pairs. But the quadrangle AT &0 BC 

determines Q(BrST,C,AU). Hence the two quad

rangles determine the same involution on the 

line and therefore B2# CT are pair of the in

volution determined "by the quadrangle A Â2 BJC2 

Since the quadrangle AJA2 BJC2 and AJA2 BC de-

termine the same involution on the line when 



the latter is a tangent to the conic, vre 

have a special case of the above theorem: 

Corollary: If the vertices of a 

complete quadrangle are on a conic the pairs 

of opposite sides meet the tangents at any 

other point in pairs of an involution of which 

the point of contact of the tangent is a double 

point. 



Theorem II. If AB CD "be any complete 

quadrangle whose six sides AB, AC, BC, AD, BD, 

CD are cut by an arbitrary straight line a in 

the points P,^,R,ST,V; and let E,3?,H,KfL,Mf be 

the harmonic conjugates of these points with 

respect to the pairs of vertices of the quad

rangle so that AEBP, AFCG etc. are harmonic 

ranges. Then a conic may be passed through 

the six points S,.P,K,H,L,M on which shall lie 

the three points of intersection x,y, and % 

of the pairs of opposite sides of the quad

rangle. 

If a be the infinitely distant line of 

the plane the harmonic conjugates become the 

bisectors of the sides of the quadrangle and 

if at the same time the quadrangle be such 

that the three pair of sides intersect at 

right angles the conic becomes a circle. 

Since the line a may have any position 

in the plane it determines the doubly infinite 

system of conic through the three points x,y, 
and 2. 



Theorem III. If two quadrangles have 

the same harmonic points, then their eight 

vertices lie on a conic; as a particular 

case, if any three vertices of the vertices 

are collinear the eight vertices lie on tc/o. 

lines. 

Let AB CD and A'E'C!Df he two given 

quadrangles and vuw be three, common harmonic 

triangle. 

If no three of the right vertices lie 

on a line we can draw a conic through any 

five say A' ,C* ,D* and A. Then from the 

inscribed quadrangle A'B^ *Df we see thJat 
U V ¥ is a self conjugate triangle with 

respect to the conic. Also by hypothesis 

U V W is the harmonic triangle of the quad

rangle ABCD. Hence B is such that W A U B 

is harmonic; hence B is on the conic, for A 

is on the conic and W is the pole of ü V; 

similarly C and D are on the conic. ABCD AfBfC*D' 

lie on the conic. 



Theorem IV, Every conic cir

cumscribing an orthogonal quadrangle is an 

equilateral hyperbola. 

If ABCD be an orthogaonal quadrangle 

the line to infinity cuts the second pair 

of sides in an involution which is projected 

from a point in a circular involution. There

fore every conic circumscribed to this, de

termines upon the straight line to infinity 

two points in orthogonal direction to them, 

and for that reason is anequilateral hyperbola. 



pole of line PR and therefore that line 

passing through V, the intersection of AC and 

BD. S is the pole of AD, Q, is the pole of CB. 

Therefore 0 is the pole of SQ,. Again as PR 

has "been proved to he the polar of 0, it must 

when produced pass through 0', the intersec

tion of AD and BC, hut as 0' is the pole of 

SQ,, AO* is cut harmonically and therefore VA, 

VS,VB,VR form a harmonic pencil. Lastly as 

AC and BD are polars of the extremeties of 

the diagonal of PQRS this diagonal SP is the 

polar of their intersection V and therefore 

it must coincide with the diagonal 0*0 of the 

inscribed quadrangle ABCD. 



Theorem V. If a quadrangle "be in

scribed in a circle, the square of the 

diagonal EP is equal to the sum of the squares 

of the tangents from its extremeties. 

Proof: TTf is the polar of S and passes 

through P. ÜP - ET =PT • PTf the square of the E-
tangent from P ä PT" 

. \ AF'LF FPT«»^ 

q.s.D. 



Theorem I. If a quadrangle "be circum

scribed to a circle and an inscribed quad

rangle be formed by joining the successive 

points of contact, the sides AC, BD, PR, and 

SQ, of the two quadrangles intersect on the same 

point and form a harmonic pencil and the diag-

rangle. Let AB and CD meet at O. Then AB and 

CD are polars of P and R, the point 0 is the 



Th©rem II, If a quadrangle "be circum

scribed to a circle two tangents from the same 

point to the vertices of the quadrangle form 

a pencil in involution. 

Let ABAfB• be the quadrangle, V any 

point and vc and vc* the tangents. Let the 

tangents bexproduced to meet A^*. Then con

sider VC,VC*, AB, and A*B1 as four fixed tang

ents, the cross ratio of their intersection 

with the fifth tangent is a constant. 

V(ACC'B')^ V(BCC»A») -V(A'C'CB) (AB' 

and A*B being tauen successively as the fifth 

tangent) 

a 
i 

v 

Q.E.D. 



Tlieorem III. When a quadrangle is 

circumscribed to a circle one of the sides 

and the lines which join the points of con

tact of the opposite sides pass through the 

same point. 

Let Ad Bd* "be the circumscribed quad

rangle, a*b, ah* "be lines w fch join the points 
of contact of the opposite sides. 

Lines A*b and ab' will intersect on the 
side AB since the two vertices A,B and the point 

of intersection of the two lines ah*, a'b are 

three points which pertain to the polar of the 

point of intersection of the two lines aa', bb' 

Bor this reason the two lines ab* a*b will in

tersect on the second side dd*• 

'/ 



p-

Theorem I. If two complete quadrangles 

are so situated that five sides of one meet 

five sides of the other in points of a line, 

the sixth side of the first meets the sixth 

side of the second in a point on the line. 
p\ 
2 I 

.P.' 

v /  
'// 

R, \J !P/3 a 

<// 

Proof: Suppose that none of the vertices 

or sides of one of the quadrangles coincide 

with any vertex or side of the other. Let PjP̂  

PjP^t PjP4, P2P3, ?2^4 sides which 

"by hypothesis meet their homologous sides pp;, 

P£P| P^P| ?2 Pf4 dbn points on 1. We 

must show that Pand P^ P| meet in a point 

on 1. The traingles and P̂  P * 2P S 

are "by hypothesis perspective from 1; as also 



the triangles PjP2P4 and PjPiPU Each pair 

is therefore perspective from a point and this 

point is in each case the intersection 0 of the 

lines PJPJ and P^?) ^ence the triangles P2 P3P4 

and P£ P| P^ are perspective from 0 and their 

pairs of homologous sides intersect in the points 

of a line which is evidently 1 since it con

tains two points of 1. But P >\t and P ̂ are 

two homologous sides of thees last two triangles. 

Hence they intersect in a point of the line 1. 

If a vertex or side of one quadrangle 

coincides with a vertex or side of the other 

the proof is made by considering a third quad

rangle whose vertices and sides are distinct 

from those of both of the others, and which 

has five of its sides passing through the five 

given points of intersection of homologous sides 

of the two given quadrangles. By the argument 

above its sixth side will meet the sixth side 

respectively of each of the two given quad

rangles in the same point of 1. 



P01TCELET1 S THEOREM, 

Theorem II, If a quadrangle be in

scribed in a circle of a given coaxal system 

so that one pair of opposite sides touch an

other circle of the system then each pair of 

opposite sides will touch a circle of the 

system and the six points of contact will be 

PP» cut AB, CD in Q, and Q,» and AD, Be in R and R». 

4 AQ,P, A DQ'P' are similar and 

AQ, : AP = DQ' : DP' AP : AQ^Sin AQP' . Sin 

APQ, and BP' : BQ=r sin BQP* : Sin BP'Q. But the 

angles APQ,, QP 'B are equal and , , AP I AQ — 

BP' : BQ. Hence AP : AQ^=BP* i BQ = DP * I DQ* 



CP • CQ*. Let zj, xa> x^f denote the circles 

whose centers are Aj Bj C abd D and whose radii 

are Aq, BQ,, cq*, Dq* respectively. How only 

one circle can "be drawn coaxal with the given 

circles which will cut z, orthogonally. Let 

this circle be denoted by x (AX) : (BX) I (CX) I 

(DX)^-AP : BP* : CP ; DP*. 

/. (AX) : (BX) , (cx) ; (EX) AQ, : Bq : cq* : Dq* 

But (AX)=Aq . . (BX)-BQ, (cx)-cq* (DX) -Dq' 

Since (BX) - Bq it follows that x must cut xY 

orthogonally. . . x must pass through the 

limiting points of the circles s, s2« But these 

circles touch at the point q. Hence the circle 

x must touch AB at the point f. Similarly the 

circle x will cut orthogonally the circles 

z^ z^. Therefore since these circles touch at 

the point q*, the circles x must touch CD at q*. 
Thus the pair of connectors AB, CD touch 

the same circle of the coaxal systems at the 

points q and q*. In a similar manner it may 

be proved that the pair of connectors AD,BC 

will touch a circle coaxal with the given 

circles at the points R and R* 



Theorem III. Any complete quadrangle 

of a plane can he transformed into any com

plete quadrangle of the same or different 

plane "by a projective collineation which, if 

the quadrangles are in the same plane, is the 

resultant of a finite number of perspective 

Proof: Let the quadrangles be in the 

same plane and let their vertices be A,B, 0,1), 

and H* B* Cf D*• we must show first that there 

exists a collineation leaving any three vertices 

say A1 B* c* of the quadrangle A* B* c1 L* in 

varient and transforming into the fourth,I)*, 

any other point not on a side of the triangle 



A!B«C». 

Let B be the intersection of AD^» BfBf 

and consider the homology with center A1 and 

axis B1Cf transforming B^ into Next con

sider the homology with center B1 and axis C*Af 

transforming B into Bf. Both these homologies 

exist by Theorem IX. The resultant of these tv.ro 

homologies is a collineation leaving fixed 

A!B!C1 and transforming B^ into B̂  « 

Let 0, be any p$int on the line con

taining A and A1 and let oT be any line not 

passing through A or A1. There exists a per

spective collineation , transforming A to A1 

and heaving Oj and oj as centers and azis* Let 

B C B be points such that 77*(ABCB)br AfBTCTBT X X  /  I I I  
In like manner let o2 be any line through 

A' not containing B or B1 and let 02 be any 

point on the line B B*. Let 77 n be the 

perspective collineation with axis 0^» center 02» 
2 

and transforming Bt to Bf. Let C2 2 (Cx) 

and B2= 7/2(^1)• Hence 77 2 BIclBl)=A/1 Bl CaB2 

Now let 0. be any point on the line C2C1 

and let 7/ - be the per spective collineation which 

has A' B'~ for axis» 0^ for center» and trans

forms C to Cf• The existence of . follows as 
% 3 

soon as we observe that C* is not on the line 

A'B* by hypothesis, and is not on A*Bf; be-



cause if 36, Cj would "be on and therefore 

G would "be on AB. Let It follows 

that 77 .(AfB'C2 D2)r=:A'BrG»D3 

The point D-% can not "be on a side of the 

triangle A*Bf C* "because then would heron 0 

side of A,B,C2> and hence Dj on a side of A'BJBJ 

and, finally D on a side of ABC. Hence, by the 

first paragraph of this proof, there exists a 
projectivity ^ such that /4(AIB'C'L^) ̂ A'B*• 

The resultant ̂  7 ~rr. of these four 

collineations clearly transforms ABCD into A *3* C!D! 

respectively. If the quadrangles are in different 

planes, we need only add a perspective trans

formation between the two planes# 

Corollary. There exists projective col

lineations in a plane which will effect any one 

of the possible twenty four permutations of the 

vertices of a complete quadrangle in the plane. 



Theorem IV. The three circumferences 

of circles which have for their diameters the 

side8 AC, BD and the diagonal line ED have, all 

three, the same point of intersection. 

circles described on the sides AC and BD as diame

ters. The lines taken from this point to each 

pair will be perpendicular and it follows that 

the circumference described on EE as diameter 

will pass through C the same point of intersection . 

of the circles on AC and BD. 

Proof: Suppose 
that the point which 

one has taken to draw 

the lines to the ver 

tices and to the points 

of intersection of the 

opposite sides is one 

ofi the points of in

tersection of the two 

Q.E.D. 



Theorem V. If one of the four sides of 

the quadrangle ABCD one takes the four points 

a, b, c, d so that the relation aA . jB . oC , dB^ 
aB bC cD dA 

and if one considers these point© as the consect-

ive vertices of a second quadrangle abed the 

points of intersection of the opposite sides of 

this second quadrangle will be situated on the two 

sides A0, BD of the first. 

The lines ab, cd 

will cross the line 

AG suppose in two 

distinct points e,e?. 

One will have therein 

the ABC, ADC the 

relation aA . bB . eC 
aB Uc eA 

cC . dB . e*A. I 
cD dA e * C ~ 

Multiply these to

gether term for term, 

a A . b B . e C . c C «  d g  . e»A _ I 
aB bC eM cD dA efC 

or we must conclude EC „E*C or E andE* coincide. 
EA ÜPT 

Hence ab, cd, intersect on AC. 
Q..2T. D. 



Theorem VI, If through the points of in

tersection of the opposite sides of a quadrangles 

ABCD one takes two lines which meet resepctively, 

the two pair of opposite sides in a, c, and b,d, 

there is formed between the segments which these 

points make on the four sides, the relation 

aA . bB . cC,d,D ~I and it follows the quad-
aB bC c5 dA 
rangle abed which has for its vertices these four 

points has the points of intersection of the op

posite sides on the sides AC and BD of the quadrangle. 

The cross ratio 
of two ranges E,A,aß 

andJJ,D,c,C are equal 

• • stA : 'EA- J22 : ££ 
aB eB cC EC 

and 
oB : FB dA : DA 
bC DC = dD DD 

These equations 

multiplied member 

by member gvies 

aA . bB . cC . dD DA , EC . DA 
aB bC cD dA"" EB ED DB 
second member we know equals I, 

aA 
aB 

bB 
bC 

cC 
CD 

dD I 
dA 

DC. 
ID 

Jut the 

Q.E.D. 



In connection with the complete quad

rangle there are a number of theorems, which 

follow as special cases under some more general 

theorems and for which the author in whose booh 
they may be found has thought it unnecessary to 

give a proof. Such properties are best under

stood by examining the previous work on which 

they are based, and for these on y the theorem 

figurer- and the reference to the book in which 

they ipay be found, will be given. This same 

rule will hold also for those, where it is im

possible to reproduce the proofs because of 

their length. 



Theorem I. If two complete quadrangles 

ABCD and AjBjCjDj lying in different planes 

whose line of intersection u passes through 

none of the eight vertices are correlated to 

each other, and five sides a, b, c, d, e, 'of 

one quadrangle intersect (upon u) the correspond

ing sides ajbjCjdjej respectively of the other, 

there are the two quadrangles sections of one 

and the same complete focii-edge, and therefore 

their remaining tv/o sides f and fj also inter-

If, in two complete quadrangles which are 



correlated to each other five pair of homolog

ous sides are parallel, then the remaining two 

sides are also parallel. 

Geometry of Position "by Reye. 

Part I. Page 36- 3?• 



Theorem II. If two self polar quad» 

angles ABCD and A B C!D!of a conic y2 have 

two vertices A and B in common, their six 

vertices lie upon a curve of the second order, 

which may however degenerate into the two 

straight lines AB and CD. 

Theorem • If a self polar triangle 

and a self polar quadrangle have one vertex 

in common, their six vertices lie upon a 

curve of the second order. 

Theorem • If two self-polar 
P 

quadrangles ABCD and A B'^D* common to y 
, 2 

and y , have one vertex A in common, their 

seven vertices lie upon a curve of the second 

order. 

Geometry of Position by Reye. 

Part I. Page 2l6. 



P 
Theorem III. If a conic section k*" is 

circumscribed to a quadrangle which is self-

2 polar with respect to another conic section y 

the two curves have the following relation to 

each other: 
p 

(a) Any three points of k determine a 

2 self polar quadrangle of y ' whose fourth vertex 

P 
also lies upon k . 

(b) If k2 is intersected by two straight 
2 

lines which are conjugate with respect to y 

the points of intersection are the vertices of 

a quadrangle which is self-polar with respect 

to y2. 

(c} To the curve k there can therefore 

be inscribed an infinite number of quadrangles 

and are infinite of real triangles which are 
P 

sglf-pclar with respect to y ; every point of 
k~ enclosed by y^ is a vertex of one of these 

self polar triangles. 
P 

(d) The polar of a point of k with 
2 respect to y intersects either one or both 

of the curves in two real points which are. 

conjugate with respect to the curve upon which 

4he-eua?ve they do not lie. 

(e) Two tangents to y2, whose points 

of contact are conjugate with respect to k2, 
P 

always intersect in a point of k • 



p 
Theorem IV. The conic section k which 

P 
supportca given curve of the second class y 

form a mainfold of four dimensions which we 

shall call a net of conics of the fourth grade. 

About an arbitrary quadrangle there can be 

circumscribed in general only one conic of this 

net; for the quadrangle becomes self-polar 

with respect to y^s and all conics circum

scribed aoout it belong to the net, as soon 

as any of them support the curve y^. 

Theorem v. If two conics of a net of 

any grade are circumscribed to a quadrangle 

this quadrangle is self-polar with respect 

to all curves of the second class which are 

supported by the net, and consequently all 

conics which circumscribe the quadrangle 

belong to the net. 

Theorem • All oonics which support 

two curves of the second class y" and yi f 

and pass through two real points are circum

scribed to a common self polar quadrangle of 
p p 

y and yj whose remaining two vertices may 

however be conjugate imaginary. 

Theorem vi. A point through which 

two conics of a sheaf pass is a commn point 

of all curves of the sheaf and a two fold 



point of the associate weh of conics of the 

third grade. All the conics circumscribed 

to a quadrangle form a sheaf of conic®-; the 

associate web of the third grade contains al l  

conics for which the quadrangle is self polar. 

Theorem VII. A sheaf of conic3 contains 

at least one, but in general, and at most three 

real line pairs], these three pairs of rays 

intersect in the three vertices of the self-f 

polar triangle at the sheaf, and form the three 

pairs of opposite sides of a real or imaginary 

quadrangle to which the sheaf of conics is 

circumscribed. 

Geometry of Position by Heye 

Part I Pages 217-2-99. 



Theorem VIII. In any quadrangle in

scribed in a curve of the second order, the 

point of intersection of pairs of opposite 

sides he in a straight line with the points 

of intersection of the tangents at opposite 

vertices. 

Theorem IX. If four points K,L,M,N 

of a curve of the second order determine.a 

complete quadrangle and then tangents k,l,ra, 



complete quadrilateral, the three pairs of 

opposite vertices of the quadrilateral lie 

upon the straight lines joining the points 

x,y,s,in which pairs of opposite sides of 

the quadriangle intersects, 

Theroem X. If through a point Ü 

which lies in the plane of a curve of the 

second order, "but not upon the curve, any 

number of secants of the curve be drawn 

and we determine-

(l) The points of intersection of the 

pairs of opposite sides of any simple quad

rangle inscribed in the curve which has two 

of these secants as diagonals; 

.{<2) The point upon any secant which 

is harmonically separated from H by the 

points of intersection with the curve; 

(3) The common point of the two tangents 

which can be drawn to the curve at the points 

of intersection of the secants; 

(4) The points of contact of the ran-

gents which can be drawn to the curve from IT; 

Then' are these points lie upon a straight 

line n which is caled the polar of the point 

with respect to the curve of the second order. 



Geometry of Position "by Heye, Page 100 of Patt I, 

New York, 1898. 



Theorem XI. If the vertices of a com

plete quadrangle are points of a point conic, 

the tangents at a pair,of vertices meet in a 
point of the line passing through the diagonal 
points of the quadrangle which are not on the 

side joining the two vertices. 

Taken from Volume I of Vehlen and Young t 

Projective Geometry., page IIJ. 

v 



Theorem XII. In a complete quadrangle 

if e:f - (da v be) : (dc 4 ah) either ef ac hd 

and the quadrangle may he inscribed or 
F 2 2^ | 
( ( a •* c +h + d2 - e2 - f2) (ac-Vbd fef) | «*-

2(da-^hc) ( de -v-ab) « 0 

-c C 

In case efÄ ac-vhd and the quadrangle 

can not he inscribed the figure is called 

a Qyadrangle of Deshoves. For a discussion 

of this one is referred to the articles by 

M.G. Fontenef in the January and February 

numbers of the Novelles Annales for ninteen 

hundred and eight. 


